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RELEASED BRITISH PRISONERS

GOVERNMENT'S reply to GERMAN proCLAMATION

It has come to the knowledge of H.M, Governments that on, or about,

September 13 the Rome radio announced. that a proclamation had, been

issued, purporting to emanate from the German Commander-in-Chief in Italy,
relative to-the treatment of prisoners of war who, having been released

from Italian hands were attempting to rejoin their own forces* This

proclamation was as. follows:-

"Anglo-American prisoners of war who escaped from

prisoners camps in Italy after the armistice are to

return to the camps immediately or report without delay
to the nearest German military authorities outside the

’open city* of Rome#

All prisoners who report will be treated according-

to the regulations of the Geneva Convention. Those

found in possession of arms or who attempt to-'resist

capture will be treated arccording to martial law*

Italians giving any aid to escaped prisoners, in

food, money, shelter, or in any other form, will be

judged according to German military law

In H.M. Governments’ view, any British prisoners of war at large in

Northern Italy, if captured by the German forces, are fully entitled to

all the privileges and benefits conferred on prisoners of war under the

Geneva Convention of July 27, 1929* They are 'under no obligation

whatever to report to the German authorities in Northern Italy and the

German demand that they should do so is entirely without foundation in

international law.

Their clear duty in the present circumstances is to make good their

escape from enemy-occupied territory in order to rejoin their own forces,

and the mere fact that they have acquired arms or may resist arrest in

order to carry out this duty cannot in any way affect their right to be

treated in all respects as prisoners of war under the Geneva. Convention

if they are recaptured#

Any German authority who treats such a British prisoner of war other-

wise than in accordance with these "principles will be held by H.M.

Governments personally responsible for his actions.
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